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Demographic changes require Business changes

Strive to understand Diversity,
don’t merely ‘check the boxes’

Adopting Diversity and Inclusion practices
is good for business



The American ‘mainstream’ is increasingly diverse

38% of the US population has a 
multicultural background.  40 
million people in the US are foreign 
born.

The multicultural population will 
continue to grow by 2.3 million 
each year.

Note: Whites, Blacks, and Asians include only single-race non-Hispanics; Asians include 
Pacific Islanders. Hispanics can be of any race. 

Source: Pew Research Center 2015 report, “Modern Immigration  Wave Brings 59 
Million to US, Driving Population Growth and Change Through 65”









Our journey of Diversity

Translation and 
stereotypes

Universal human insight

Siloed multicultural
approach

Inclusive Total Market
focus

Promoting 
Organizational
diversity

Affecting U.S. culture





musicians animal lovers
photographers

marathoners

artists
sneakerheads film critics

athletesgolfers
ping pong champions mixologists

graffiti artists
travelers outdoorsmen

firefighters boaters
fashion designers

foodies dog trainers

karaoke enthusiasts

techies
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What we’ve learned.



What we’ve learned.
1. Diversity is more than just what you can see.



What we’ve learned.
2. Expect conflict and dissent.



What we’ve learned.
3. If it ain’t broke, it probably is.



What we’ve learned.
4. Efficiency can be a state of being, not merely an 

objective.



What we’ve learned.
5. Walk the talk, people notice.



1. Diversity is more than just what you can see.

2. Expect conflict and dissent.

3. If it ain’t broke, it probably is.

4. Efficiency can be a state of being, not merely an 
objective.

5. Walk the talk, people notice.



The demographic 
makeup of the 

U.S. continues to 
change rapidly –

don’t be left 
behind

Creating diverse 
teams is vital to 
success – keep 
perspectives 

fresh

Creating diverse 
teams is vital to 
success – keep 
perspectives 

fresh

Don’t merely 
check the boxes 

– embrace 
diversity 

practices now

Have fun & 
keep it real!
Have fun & 
keep it real!

Keys to Success Through Diversity  



Thank You.Thank You.
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